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WELCOME!
by Johanna Muehlmann
The start of a new membership year is always a busy time
and this year is no exception!
Our wonderful team of volunteers has already been busy
working to make this year a great one for our members,
with a wide selection of social activities and interest
groups on offer.
Meanwhile, our Charity Project Committee continued to
work hard during the summer break, supporting a
number of worthwhile causes in Georgia as well as the
ongoing Ukrainian relief efforts.
Please read on to find out more about everything that's
been happening, and more importantly, how to get
involved!

CHARITY PROJECT COMMITTEE

A very big thank you
to all IWA members!
by Margret Schmidt & Tina Beruchashvili
After summer time IWA had a grandiose
start into the new period!
Wonderful GBMs, interesting Coffee
Mornings and important, needed projects
were considered in the new CPC team and
our IWA members supported with their
votes.
Thank you very much, we are proud of our
worthwhile work - together we are strong!
These times CPC would like to express
respect to three organisations for projects
under our IWA Focus Project motto
"Education and Learning for a better
Future". 2022#09 is already closed, the
others are ongoing.

1. 2022#09
Georgian Society of
Clinical Oncology (GSCO)
Total budget Gel 7.700,Georgian Society of Clinical Oncology
Description: Purchase the equipment to
support cervical cancer screening program.
Georgian Society of Clinical Oncology is a
member of the consortium EU-TOPIAEAST, research and innovation project
Horizon. In order to improve access to the
screening program, a new center for the
cancer screening program will be
established in Lanchkhuti (West
Georgia,Guria), for three municipalities
(total population around 135,000) by May
2023. Guria region is one of the other
regions where there is no cancer screening
unit and women who want to be screened
have to travel long distances.
The aim of the project was to make cervical
cancer screening services available to the
target population in the newly established
screening center in Lanchkuti. To achieve
this, IWA supported GSCO and purchased
the equipment needed to perform cervical
screening. These are: gynaecological chair
and colposcopy.

GSCO team thanks IWA for the support this
important project!

It should be underlined that after its
establishment, the new regional center will
become part of the national cancer
screening program. Medical services
provided within the national screening
program are free of charge for the target
population.

CHARITY PROJECT COMMITTEE

Golden Fleece
American Chemical Society Georgia
2. 2022#28
Golden Fleece 2022
Total budget Gel 3.000,American Chemical Society Georgia International Tournament in Chemistry
Description: IWA is asked to donate for the
main prize - the Golden Fleece Trophy and
commemorative medals.
The "Golden Fleece" tournament is an
international team competition in chemistry
among students aged 14-16.
Each team participating in the tournament
consists of 4 to 6 students from one or more
schools. The team is led by a mentor and
assisted by 1 assistant. The mentor and
assistant can be school teachers, students of
higher education institutions, scientists, etc.
The Practical Task is in the making of
specific model and its demonstrations. To
complete the task, it is necessary to find all
relevant information, plan and perform the
experiment, analyze the obtained data, etc.
We are curious about the winners and will
inform you!

CHARITY PROJECT COMMITTEE

Georgian Association
for Equality
3. 2022#29
Georgian Associaton
for Equality
Total budget Gel 7.500,What a wonderful opportunity to support
young people within the campaign
#AllForYouth.
Trainings for "Discrimination in labor
relations" - Social tour to meet women
entrepreneurs - No does not mean Yes and
other very important topics!
One part we would like to introduce in a
little more in depth:
For many young people, the first career step
is related to employment in the service
sector.
Exploitative and inappropriate treatment of
employees in this field accessible to
students is a widespread trend. In similar
situations, many cases of sexual or moral
harassment of young women,
discriminatory attitude towards them have
been recorded. It is possible to recognize
records of similar context from the side of
the employer even at the stage of signing
the contract.
Based on the above, it is important to
inform students about hidden forms of
discrimination in labor relations, ways of
appealing them and about their rights,
which is the goal of the training series "Discrimination in labor relations".
As part of the activity, on October 15-25, in
the association's 4 equality clubs, the
speaker Giorgi Zhorzholiani will talk to
students in detail about possible hidden
manipulations by the employer.

As part of the activity, on October 15-25, in
the association's 4 equality clubs, the
speaker Giorgi Zhorzholiani will talk to
students in detail about possible hidden
manipulations by the employer.
We are very happy to have our IWA
members on board to support this
important project!

Announcement for the next newsletter:
We hope to give you a success story about
the Khobi Day Care Center for kids with
disabilities. Everybody is working hard and
carefully to make it happen - a shelter for
around 50 kids in and around Khobi owned by IWA Georgia!

SUPPORT

Kids Club
"Happy ME"
by Andrea Plank
The Kids Club „Happy ME“ in Tbilisi takes care of
Ukrainian children from eastern parts of Ukraine like
Mariupol, Kherson, Berdiansk, Dnipro…, who were not
only forced to leave their homes, but also endured
Russian camps in Luhansk and travelled through
Russia to reach the Georgian border.
„Happy ME“ provides them a happy space to grow and
find peace of mind after their escape. The children
can spend a cheerful time in classes for Ukrainian
language, Ukrainian reading, art, music and exercises
and of course there is always time to sing Ukrainian
children’s songs - needless to say that there is a big
and colorful playground, too! In addition to this,
three Ukrainian teachers work in the Kids Club - a
psychologist, a speech therapist and a musicologist.
This institution also enables the parent(s) to manage
administrative errands, visit a doctor, seek a job, work
and so much more they have to take care of in an
unfamiliar city - along the way they can be certain
that their little one is in good hands, enjoying
interesting activities in a safe and warm
atmosphere.
The facilities for „Happy ME“ were donated by a
Georgian citizen to support their faith in freedom. At
the moment materials for art classes are sorely
needed, but also money for educational toys. Not to
forget a small pecuniary consideration for the
teachers working there, who all have to maintain their
own families.
If you want to support this initiative and help to
provide hot meals and a bit of a normal, calm and
joyful environment, please consider supporting our
future and donating to:
Foundation of Economic Education of Georgia,
Bank of Georgia, GE83BG0000000304314700.

ART DISCUSSION

MORE TOPICS FOR
ART EXPLORATION
by Theresa Weinheimer

“Most of our male colleagues
Continued for a long while to look
Upon us as charming and gifted
Amateurs, denying us implicitly
Any real professional status”
Hannah Hoch

HANNAH HOCH

Known for her incisively political collages and photomontages (a form she helped pioneer),
Hannah Hoch appropriated and recombined images and text from mass media to critique
popular culture, the failings of the Weimar Republic, and the socially constricted roles of
women. She worked in the Dada period, inspired by Picasso and her fellow Dadaist,
Kurt Schwitters.

SOPHIE TAEUBER-ARP

We will also explore the art of Sophie Taeuber-Arp. Over the course of her career, she
demonstrated a desire to make beautiful things, with a level of precision that would become
her hallmark, in a variety of artistic pursuits. She worked as a designer of textiles, beadwork,
costumes, furniture and interiors, as well as an applied arts teacher, puppet maker, architect,
painter, sculptor, illustrator and magazine editor.

ART DISCUSSION

FAITH RINGGOLD

And finally, Faith Ringgold, whose vibrant paintings and quilts trace how 20th
century social changes have influenced African American experience. The artist incorporates
text, portraiture, elements of African American story quilts and references to Nigerian and
Ghanaian decorative masks in her wide-ranging practice which includes sculptures,
performances and children’s books.

In the following months we will explore these and other
artists, architects and designers in our Art Discussion Group.
Please look for announcements of time and place on IWA Georgia´s Official Facebook Group.

HOSPITALITY

Monthly report

by Tako Johnson
Happy IWA year of 2022-2023
We are happy to be active again for the coming
IWA year.
Here are the GBM dates that will take the place at
Sheraton Grand Tbilisi Metechi Palace Hotel:
5 October
2 November
7 December
11 January
1 February
1 March
5 April
3 May
7 June
Please note that our GBM starts at 10:30-1:00

Coffee Mornings
We are very grateful to Marina Ramazashvili as our
first host of a coffee morning. It was held at
Orbeliani Bazaar.
Coffee Mornings are IWA’s informal networking
and social places for our community where we
exchange our organization's important news and
charity activities.
Coffee mornings are generally held every
Wednesday from 11am.

DAY TRIP

Our visit to Temi

by Johanna Muehlmann
On a beautiful fall Saturday morning, 1st October,
three of us set off on a relaxing and at the same time
inspiring excursion to Kakheti. Our aim was the little
town of Gremi, with its prominent monastery and
church, and with the Temi community we wanted to
visit.
We enjoyed a short stop on Gombori pass, (one of my
personal favorite places in the vicinity of Tbilisi),
before “climbing” Gremi citadel. Armed with
Wikipedia knowledge on history and architecture of
the place, we soaked in the view from the hill over
the Alazani valley and the mystic interior of the
church of the Archangels Michael and Gabriel.
The visit of Temi was even more enjoyable.
To describe the community, where around 70 people
with different backgrounds and abilities live and
work, I take the liberty to quote from their website:
Life in Temi is based on the belief that all human
beings are equal, that everyone can contribute and
that each one has the right to reach his or her full
potential.
We delivered some goods that we had collected
beforehand (and here the Temi community would
like to VERY MUCH thank each and every one who
contributed!), got a tour by Yolanda, a volunteer from
Spain, of the vineyards, the cellar, the greenhouse
and the carpentry workshop, and ended with a
fabulous lunch prepared by Nino, the great cook of
the community.
On our return, we were also able to deliver a large
amount of clothes to Monika Jaranowska for her
project for Ukrainian children.
Definitely a day well spent!

FUNDRAISING

Winter Fair 2022

by Sara Kemecsei
We may only have returned from summer break,
but planning is already underway for the Winter
Fair 2022, which will take place on Saturday, 3rd of
December.
I'm delighted to confirm that this year's fair will
not be subject to any Covid restrictions, so will
revert back to its original and full-size format.
The fair will take place on a single day, and will be
a hybrid indoor / outdoor event to be held at the
Sheraton Grand Tbilisi Metechi Palace hotel.
Vendors are a key part of what makes the fair so
special and we are always keen to engage new
participants, so if any members can suggest
additional vendors (companies, businesses, artists,
etc.) who would be keen to showcase their work at
the fair, please let Sara know.
Also, if you know of any business that is unable to
attend the fair but would still like to support us,
they can sponsor us via one of our sponsorship
packages. The money raised through sponsorship
goes directly to our charity work.
Finally, a reminder that the Winter Fair is our
biggest fundraising event of the year and is only
made possible by the team of volunteers who
organise and run the fair. If you would like to be
part of the team who will help to make this event a
success, please let Sara know.
For any matters relating to the Winter Fair
(vendors, sponsorship, volunteering, etc.), please
email Sara at annakemecsei@gmail.com.

MEMBERSHIP

Don't forget to renew
your membership!
by Rhona Gillam

Welcome all to the
new membership year!
This year promises to be an exciting one as we fully
return to in-person meetings and activities, so
there's never been a better time to join IWA!
The year has already gotten off to a great start, with
more than 80 members signed up for the coming
year, but we're always keen for new applicants so
please do suggest membership to your friends and
colleagues :-)
Remember too that Associate level membership is
now available to Georgian citizens,
spouses/partners of full members, and former
members who no longer live in Georgia.
Email membership@iwa.ge for more information.
Finally, for renewing members, please
remember to

submit your renewal application by
31st October,
otherwise your membership will lapse
and you will be removed from the
Facebook group & mailing list.
Here you can find our online application form:
http://iwa.ge/membership/

INTEREST GROUPS

Sign-up to our fantastic range of
groups now!
by Anush Klimczyk
Firstly, I have to express thanks again to all the wonderful group leaders, as without them we
wouldn't have such a fantastic range of groups and activities to choose from!
In addition to our current selection of groups shown below, I'm also excited to announce that
additional groups for French, Spanish and modern dance will be launching soon! To preregister for any of these group, please email: interestgroups@iwa.ge

NANA SHAVTVALADZE

Georgian Phrases

HELP US HELPING

Our sponsors

PLATINUM sponsor

GOLD sponsors

SILVER sponsors

HELP US HELPING

BRONZE sponsors

WE LOVE TO HEAR FROM YOU

Get in touch
with us!
IWA´s official website:
www.iwa.ge

Happy to receive your email:
iwageorgia@gmail.com

Our public Facebook page:

https://www.facebook.com/iwa.geo

In case you want to support us,
please contact:
fundraising@iwa.ge

In case you want to donate
and help us helping:

Disclaimer
The IWAG does not take responsibility
for, nor does it endorse, any of the
services or associations mentioned
here. The opinions contained in the
newsletter reflect the views of individual
contributors and do not necessarily
represent those of IWA Georgia.

